A MARTIN GARDNER PUZZLE

By Jeremiah Farrell

Only the letters of “MARTIN GARDNER” are used in this puzzle and all definitions are transposals of the entries.

Across

1 Mr ma is not her
5 Had a rad for a month
9 Aide botched thought
10 She’s a maam
11 Earn not far
12 Need for a start
13 Ant dining sloppily makes me mad
15 Don gives ok
16 Grid meant to convey brilliance
22 Rite about an investment
23 Idee for a woman
24 Rein in a remark
25 Teen plays a lyre note
26 Eden is a must
27 Meet a fruitful thing

Down

1 Im in a short skirt
2 Dane is not a citizen here
3 Dare to peruse
4 Used meat drain
5 Mend meant to improve bill
6 A dad to a tot
7 Mean used for an end
8 Heard over tarn
14 Tog is obtained
16 A ring can cause this
17 Neer used in France
18 Erie is far from this
19 French thought about Edie
20 Tine used this time
21 Thought about Mede